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MPPG #5 in a Nutshell

• In the spirit of “practice guidelines”, this document is a summary of what the AAPM considers 
prudent practice for what a clinical medical physics should do with respect to dose algorithm 
commissioning/validation

• Goals: 
– Summarize the minimum requirements for TPS dose algorithm commissioning (including validation) and QA in a 

clinical setting 

– Provide guidance on typical achievable tolerances and evaluation criteria for clinical implementation.  

• Scope: Limited to the commissioning and QA of the beam modeling and dose calculation for 
external beam (photon and electron) treatment modalities.

• 2 tier approach to tolerances & evaluation criteria
– Minimum acceptable tolerance for TPS “basic” dose calculations.

– Did not want to state or use any minimum tolerance values that are not widely accepted/published.

– Wanted to push the limit on evaluation criteria for IMRT/VMAT to expose limitations of dose calculations.
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MPPG#5 Figure 1: 

Workflow of TPS dose 
algorithm commissioning, 
validation and routine QA 

(The numbers refer to sections of 
report.) This talk covers experience 

implementing validation sections.

A variety of test types in each section

• Non-measurement “sanity checks”  (e.g.: confirming calibration setup dose with test 
calculation fields in the TPS)

• Point dose measurement
• Water tank profiles in representative (non-IMRT) treatment fields

• IMRT/VMAT dose distribution QA

To validate our dose algorithms, we wanted:
• A set of standard plans (loosely comparable from one treatment system to another) 

• An “easy” way to assess the water tank profiles – we generated an open source MatLab code 
to analyze scan data (from any scanning system) and DICOM data (from any planning 
system) 

• A spreadsheet to track all the tests and results. 
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30K ft. view of validation process illustrated with this fancy 
color-coded spreadsheet

https://github.com/Open-Source-Medical-Devices/MPPG

Spreadsheet is available, 
along with the Matlab 
PCT code on github.

Examples of tolerances/evaluation criteria for two sections: Basic photon and 
IMRT/VMAT
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Example 1: Basic Photon Test: 5.5 Large MLC

MPPG 5 Profile Comparison Tool

https://github.com/Open-Source-Medical-Devices/MPPG
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Example 2: 6.2 Heterogeneity Correction
(C/S. MC, GBBS, no PB)

4 cm

17 cm

What does MPPG#5 recommend for small field validation
(Section 7)?

• Dosimetry for small fields is often 
extrapolated by TPS. Verification 
measurements for small fields and MLC 
characteristic are recommended. 

• Even if not specified by the TPS vendor, the 
QMP should measure PDD with a small volume 
detector down to at least 2x2 cm2 field size 
for comparison with dose calculation.

• Leaf-end penumbra should be obtained with a 
small detector (such as a diode or micro-
chamber) to avoid volume-averag ing effects.

• Small field output factors (down to 2x2 cm2 or 
smaller) should be measured for beam 
modeling and/or verification.
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Use any 
combination of:
• Clinical cases
• Downloadable 

plans
• TG119 cases

Example 3: 7.2 Small MLC Defined Field
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Example 4: 7.4 Clinical Tests – Delta4 Diode Phantom

*Further investigation revealed that this plan pushed the 
limits of deliverability in terms of small segment size and 
large beam quantity (MU) combinations

*

Section 8: Electron Beam Verification
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[50] J Van Dyk, R B Barnett, J E Cygler, and P C Shragge, "Commissioning 
and quality assurance of treatment planning computers," Int. J. Rad. Onc. 
Biol. Phys., vol. 26, pp. 261-273, 1993.
[7] International Atomic Energy Agency, "Commissioning and quality 
assurance of computerized planning systems for radiation treatment of 
cancer," Vienna, 2004. 
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Example 5: Test 8.1 Electron

Not everything passes with flying colors:
“failures” reveals limitations of electron PB model

Profiles at deeper depth (D50) match OK in field center and at 50%, but shoulders and 
tails do not. Note: there are limited parameters to tweak in a PB electron model to fix this, 
and we are aware of this in our clinical practice.(profiles at Dref passed very well)
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Section 9: QA recommended by MPPG#5

• Annually or after major TPS upgrades 
• Reference plans should be selected at the time of commissioning and then re-

calculated for routine QA comparison.
• Photons: representative plans for 3D and IMRT/VMAT, from validation tests

• Electrons: for each energy use a heterogeneous dataset with reasonable 
surface curvature. 

• No new measurements required!
• The routine QA re-calculation should agree with the reference dose calculation 

to within 1%/1mm. A complete re-commissioning (including validation) may be 
required if more significant deviations are observed.

MPPG #5 even includes 
a Checklist to guide 
commissioning report

Validation sections:
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Time Estimates
(4 photon energies, 5 electron energies)

It is recommended to take data at time of 
commissioning. 

Conclusion

• MPPG#5 is a do-able, well organized approach to dose calculation validation

• Creation of robust infrastructure takes time, but you can re-use tests, measurements 
and analysis tools for routine QA and/or upgrade validation.

• The right tools and a bit of forethought makes implementation much easier! Water tank 
profiles in representative (non-IMRT) treatment fields were the most difficult to analyze. As 
part of the implementation here at UW (and with collaborators in NC) we created test fields 
and a robust, open source MatLab code (and spreadsheet): 

• Validation fills the space between commissioning and patient DQA and routine 
machine QA.

• Validation can reveal limitations of beam models, especially for small fields and 
electrons.

Thanks to Jeremy Bredfelt, Sean Frigo and Dustin Jacqmin (co-authors of 
implementation manuscript) and many thanks to UW and MUSC clinical 

physics groups for help on validation tests!

https://github.com/Open-Source-Medical-Devices/MPPG


